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1. Introduction. It has been shown that in a ring F0 with additive group
M0, every element g acting as a left multiplier on I’0, defines an operator X in
the endomorphism ring ft0 of M0, such that gI’0 XI’0, gI’0 being the ordinary
ring multiplication, and Xr0 the map of M0 by the operator ). The set of all
such operators ) forms a subring (r0) of ft0 to which I’0 is ring homomorphic.
We shall call the left representation of r0. Similarly the right multipliers
define a right representation 9r of r0, where 9r consists of a ring inverse iso-
morphic to the subring 9 of operators of ft0 defined by the right multipliers;
9r being used in order that F0 be ring homomorphic to 9r in the ordinary sense.
We have new rings , 9r, each having an additive group with corresponding
operator rings. We are thus free to iterate the process, forming left or right
representations of representations in any order. We shall study these repre-
sentation rings and their isomorphism to residue class rings of F0 modulo certain
annihilating ideals.

2. The ideal theory. Let F be an abstract ring, and define 2; as the set of all
products sl s of m factors, si e 2; C F. Denote by (r, l) the set of all x of F
such that FrxP 0 (r, 0, 1, ...). P is merely deleted wherever it occurs
formally. Thus (0, 0) 0, and (0, 1)F 0. It is clear that (r, l) is a 2-sided
ideal in F and (r, l) C (r s, ]) for all s, ]c. If A is a 2-sided ideal in F,
we write F A for the residue class ring of F mod A.

Let be the least for which (0, l) (0, - 1), p the least r such that (r, 0)
(r W 1, 0). F is said to be of 1-type , of r-type p. If h 0, F is called 1-definite;
if p 0, r-definite; and if both, definite. Conditions on F for finiteness of type
are given in 3. We shall consider only rings with finite p, .
THOnM 1. If in F--(r, 1), (s, k) O, then in F-(r i, j), (i,j)

(i - s, j - ), and conversely.

Suppose Fi+SxFJ+ 0 in F- (r i, j) i.e., Fr+SxF+ 0 in F and FxF
0 in F--(r, 1). Hence x 0 in the latter ring, and FrxF1 0 in F. Hence in
F (r i, j), FxF 0, and in this ring (i - s, j - ]) (i, j). The argu-
ment is reversible.
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The extension of the theory to rings with rings of operators is readily made. Thus

in the case of linear associative algebras and " are the usual left and right regular
matrix representations.
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